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Netskope was valued at $7.5 billion after it raised $300 million in a funding round led by existing investor
ICONIQ Growth, the cloud security firm said on Friday. Other major existing investors of ...
Cloud security firm Netskope raises fresh capital at $7.5 bln valuation
Krishna Institute of Medical Sciences (KIMS ... held on to these gains during the trading day. The listing day
valuation pegs the company at 38 times FY21 earnings compared to 31 times valuation ...
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Krishna Institute of Medical Sciences IPO: Healthy listing
and America's Richest Families lists Currently writes and edits stories about business, finance, and the
marijuana industry Mrinalini Krishna has been a business journalist for nearly 10 years ...
Mrinalini Krishna
Krishna Institute of Medical Sciences' market valuation was at Rs 7,671.46 crore on the BSE FPJ
Correspondent Shares of Krishna Institute of Medical Sciences Ltd listed with a premium of more than ...
Krishna Institute of Medical Sciences shares jump over 22% in debut trade
KIMS was trading at Rs 935 in the grey market, a premium of Rs 110 over the issue price of Rs 825. Dodla
Dairy was trading at a premium of Rs 95 a share, which amounts to Rs 523, against the issue ...
Dodla Dairy, KIMS Hospitals list on bourses today: Here's what to expect?
Safir Anand, renowned value investor and one of the existing shareholders of the company, added more
shares of the firm to his portfolio after seeing the numbers. On Friday, the stock was stuck at 10 ...
Safir Anand’s multibagger pick grows 8 times in a year; KIMS is his newest bet
Analysts are positive on the IPO market momentum, as the secondary market indices trade near their lifetime
highs. Also, retail participation, chasing listing gains, has also gone up during this ...
30 IPOs coming in next six months to leave you spoilt for choice
The deal will make Mindtickle the latest member of the coveted unicorn club- of private companies with a
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valuation of over ... founded in 2011 by Krishna Depua, Mohit Garg, Deepak Diwakar and ...
Exclusive | Mindtickle eyes unicorn tag, $1.1 billion valuation in SoftBank-led round
REUTERS -China's Full Truck Alliance Co Ltd (FTA) said on Tuesday it is aiming for a valuation of over
US$20 ... earlier the regional manager of the business-to-business unit of e-commerce ...
China's Full Truck Alliance targets over US$20 billion valuation in US IPO
June 22 (Reuters) - Krispy Kreme Inc is targeting a valuation of nearly $4 billion ... Reporting by Sohini
Podder in Bengaluru; Editing by Krishna Chandra Eluri Our Standards: The Thomson Reuters ...
Krispy Kreme eyes near $4 bln valuation in U.S. IPO
The Central Board of Indirect Taxes and Customs (CBIC) initiated and implemented several reform
measures in the recent past focusing on simplifying cross-border trade ...
Faceless Assessment under Customs Law: Brings in transparency, less human intervention; objectives,
challenges
IBM is cutting an unspecified number of jobs in the first significant staff reduction under new chief executive
officer Arvind Krishna ... valuation. To secure IBM’s future, the company must ...
IBM layoffs affect services groups, impact on Canadian business unknown
REUTERS: Cybersecurity firm SentinelOne Inc, backed by billionaire investor Daniel Loeb's hedge fund
Third Point, is aiming for a valuation ... networks. Its business had a boost as most employees ...
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Daniel Loeb-backed SentinelOne eyes over US$7 billion valuation in US IPO
Following the gains made by Sona Comstar and Shyam Metalics and Energy Limited, that got listed last
week, Dodla Dairy and Krishna Institute ... about Dodla’s steep valuation and advised ...
Dodla Dairy, KIMS make strong market debut
Following the gains made by Sona Comstar and Shyam Metalics and Energy Limited, that got listed last
week, Dodla Dairy and Krishna Institute ... about Dodla’s steep valuation and advised ...
Dodla Dairy, KIMS make strong debut as equity markets continue to shine
Indian online education firm eyes new funding, $1 billion valuation Indian online education ... domestic
demand as COVID-19 vaccinations boost business activity in key markets.
Morning News Call - India, June 16
CNBC.com's MacKenzie Sigalos brings you the day's top business news headlines ... Here's how its industry
developed IBM CEO Arvind Krishna on the company's 'hybrid cloud' strategy SpaceX was ...
Why Elon Musk is winning the billionaire space race in 2021: CNBC After Hours
Krishna Institute of Medical Sciences (KIMS), the largest corporate healthcare provider in the states of
Andhra Pradesh and Telangana, is coming out with an IPO to raise 2,144 crore. The issue ...
Krishna Institute of Medical Sciences IPO: A healthy proposition
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Its market valuation was at Rs 7,671.46 crore on the BSE. Earlier this month, the initial public offer of Krishna
Institute of Medical Sciences Limited was subscribed 3.86 times. Price range for ...
Krishna Institute Of Medical Sciences Shares Jump Over 22 % In Debut Trade
(Reporting by Sohini Podder in Bengaluru; Editing by Krishna Chandra Eluri ... Reuters provides trusted
business, financial, national, and international news to professionals via Thomson ...
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